Bosch EasyControl
Smart heating and hot water control made Easy
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Easy on the eye
The wall-mounted controller has a modern, sleek
design, making it a stylish addition to any home.
Available in black or white, it can either stand out
or blend in with any décor.
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Have you ever wanted to heat your house before you get home?
Perhaps you’ve wanted to turn off the heating in an unused room?
Or check your energy usage from your phone?

Do it the Easy way!
The new smart internet-connected heating and hot water thermostat from Bosch makes
everything easy and gives you complete control.
Achieving the perfect environment has never been so easy – you can decide the times, temperatures
and which rooms you want to heat, all from your smart device, wherever you are.
Or, let the EasyControl take over, sensing your presence and anticipating your routines, saving energy
when you’re out and about while ensuring the house is warm for when you return.
What’s more, it’s the only smart internet-connected thermostat engineered specifically for Worcester’s
award-winning boiler range.
By installing a Bosch EasyControl with any of Worcester’s award-winning combi boilers, it will also be
compliant with the new Boiler Plus legislation.

EFFICIENCY

+4%*

*With weather compensation enabled.
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Zonal control made Easy

With the EasyControl and Bosch Smart Radiator Thermostats (Smart TRVs) you can easily
control the heating in each individual room to give maximum comfort when and where
you want it.
So if you prefer sleeping at 17.5°C, but would like to step into a warm bathroom at 7am,
simply set your desired temperature via the EasyControl app. An integrated sensor will
continuously monitor the room temperature to keep it at your desired level. Several
time-controlled settings are possible per day, and you can also set different times
for every day of the week. After all, even early-risers stay in bed longer on Sundays!
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Easy to get started
The EasyControl can be purchased on its own or together with three Smart TRVs as a starter pack.
Extra Smart TRVs are also available to purchase for when you want to extend your heating system.

EFFICIENCY

+5%
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Intelligent heating that’s Easy to adapt
EasyControl incorporates home sensing technology to
maximise comfort and efficiency, while minimising costs.

Home presence detection
You’ll never need to worry about turning the heating down again when you leave home
as the EasyControl can do it for you.
Using the latest technology, the thermostat automatically turns the heating down when
you’re not in the house, while turning the heating up to your desired temperature when
you’re returning home.
Home sensing can be activated or deactivated at any time. By switching it off,
your heating system will return to your original timing schedule.
For security and peace of mind, all data is stored on the EasyControl, ensuring no
information is shared with other parties.
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Welcome back

Programmable hot water

Designed with Worcester and Bosch boilers in mind

When installed with a compatible boiler, domestic hot

The wall-mounted controller communicates seamlessly

water can be programmed, monitored and controlled via

with your Worcester boiler by using the same

the app, so that you have hot water when you need it,

communications protocol, which means it can give more

while saving you energy when you don’t.

complex instructions than simple stop/start, on/off
operations. By having fine control of the boiler’s output,
instead of on and off, the boiler is more efficient – meaning
the EasyControl saves you money.
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Easy to use
Visit worcester-bosch.co.uk/easy for more information

Using the EasyControl couldn’t be easier, thanks to its simple-to-understand displays and its intuitive
app. Settings can be manually overridden via the wall-mounted controller or via the app, giving precise
and immediate comfort control.
EasyControl features a colourful Ambi light that shows you what your heating is doing at a quick glance.
What’s more, the Easy Control is designed to help you effectively monitor your heating and hot water use.
The app gives you easy-to-understand graphs on your gas consumption for heating and hot water –
it even has the ability to include current gas prices to give you accurate and up-to-date estimates of
heating and hot water costs.
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Superior energy rating

The EasyControl boosts the heating system’s ErP rating by 5% with a minimum
of three Bosch Smart TRVs, or 4%* without Smart TRVs, earning your overall
system a better ErP energy classification and saving you money.

*With weather compensation enabled.
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Easy to install
Installing the EasyControl is simple. The device can be mounted to the wall and
connected to the boiler using a 2-core cable. After checking the connection to the
internet, the set-up can be completed by following the steps in the EasyControl app.

Boiler compatibility
The EasyControl has been designed specially to
communicate with Worcester combi and system
boilers but it can also be used with a number of
other manufacturers’ products.
Using the EasyControl adapter allows compatibility
with OpenTherm protocols and boilers with a 230v
room thermostat connection.

COMPATIBLE GREENSTAR BOILERS††
Combi

System*

Greenstar i Junior**

Greenstar 12i - 24i System^

Greenstar i

Greenstar 27i - 30i System

Greenstar Si Compact

Greenstar CDi Classic System†

Greenstar CDi Compact
Greenstar CDi Classic†
Greenstar Highflow CDi
**Manufactured after July 2013.
†Manufactured after 16th January 2007 with software version CF12.10 onwards.
* System boilers with an integral diverter valve – provided optional integral diverter
valve is installed.
^Manufactured after February 2011.
††Correct at time of printing. For the latest list of compatible boilers see the website.

Complies with Boiler Plus

First point of call

As an added benefit when installing a replacement combi

Installers can add their contact details into the consumer’s

boiler, fitting an EasyControl means the system will

device so they will be the first to get a call when it is time

meet the requirements of the Boiler Plus legislation.

for the heating system to be serviced or in the unlikely

The EasyControl does not just meet one of the four

event there are any issues.

minimum requirements, unlike most controls, but in
fact complies with three!

Clip off, clip on
For added convenience, the EasyControl uses the same

Using local internet weather data, rather than a wired

wall bracket as the Worcester Wave controller, making it

external sensor, the EasyControl automatically responds to

an easy clip off, clip on installation for customers who

changes in temperature and adjusts your heating to ensure

want to upgrade.

your home is always at the optimum comfort level.

Useful numbers
Consumer Technical Helpline (Pre & Post Sales)
Tel: 0330 123 3366
Email: service-enquiries@uk.bosch.com
Installer Controls & Connectivity Helpline
Tel: 0330 123 3641
Email: technical-advice@uk.bosch.com
Brochures
Tel: 0330 123 9119
Email: brochure-request@uk.bosch.com
Web: worcester-bosch.co.uk
Guarantee Registration
To register your Worcester guarantee,
please visit worcester-bosch.co.uk/registration

Share
We would love to see photos of your EasyControl.
@HeatingYourHome (Homeowners)
	@WorcesterBosch (Installers)
Worcester Bosch UK
	Worcester Bosch Professional
@WorcesterBosch
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Worcester Bosch
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